
Description
Beauty body washer  80210076
   body washer spare wash cloth 2/pack 80210103
Beauty back washer 80210080
   back washer spare wash cloth 80210104
Beauty hair washer 80210078

Length
Beauty body washer: 38 cm (15”)
Beauty back washer: 77 cm (30¼”)
Beauty hair washer: 36 cm (14¼”)

Weight
Beauty body washer: 112 g (4 oz.)
Beauty back washer: 203 g (7.2 oz.)
Beauty hair washer: 112 g (4 oz.)

Material 
Polypropylene and TPE 
Wash cloth: Cotton with  polythene inner lining

Design 
Ergonomidesign
The Beauty product designs are  registered

Etac Beauty Body washer has 
a user friendly curved design.

Etac Beauty Back 
washer is designed 
to facilitate a two 
hand grip.

Etac Beauty body care
Using the Beauty products not only makes washing the body easier, 
they also offer a smooth massage for the skin and hair scalp

Etac Beauty body  
and back washer
Beauty body and back Washer are designed 
to facilitate reaching and washing. The wash 
cloths do not absorb water which make 
the products light and balanced even 
when wet. The handles are oval and 
have a surface which enables a secure 
grip. The wash cloths are machine 
washable and replaceable.

Etac 
Beauty 
hair washer
Beauty Hair washer 
substitutes the fingers to 
apply shampoo and massage 
the scalp. The shaft and handle 
are of the same design as the body 
washer, making it easier to reach 
the head without strain on hands, 
shoulders or arms.
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Description
Beauty hairbrush 80210072
Beauty hairbrush, long 80210074
Beauty comb 80210068
Beauty comb, long 80210070
Beauty multipurpose grip 80210082

Length
Beauty hairbrush: 29/37 cm (11½/ 14½”) 
Beauty comb: 30/37 cm (11¾/ 14½”)
Beauty multipurpose grip: 11 cm (4¼”)

Weight
Beauty hairbrush 102/112 g (3.6 / 4 oz.) 
Beauty comb 80/90 g (2.8 / 3.2 lbs)
Beauty multipurpose grip: 45 g (1.6 oz.)

Material
 Polypropylene and TPE
Nail file: Emery board

Design 
Ergonomidesign  
The Beauty product designs are  registered

Etac Beauty comb  
and hairbrush
Beauty Comb and Hairbrush come in two 
lengths. The shorter version is recommended 
when the user can reach the ear. The longer 
version is suitable for users who can only reach 
the shoulder. Both the comb and brush are 
curved to ensure the best comfort and control 
when combing/brushing the hair.

Etac Beauty 
multipurpose grip
Beauty multipurpose grip rests 
comfortably in the hand and 
offers a variety of uses. Put a nail 
file in the multipurpose grip for an 
easy pedicure. The wider end of the 
grip may be used for a tooth brush 
or shaver.

The Etac Beauty multipurpose grip 
has a soft smooth surface.
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